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Berry-coloured Curly necklace
crafting idea
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level of difficultytime required 
90 minutes

1 Cut the jewellery wire 5 x 1 m with a side cutter.

2 Hold the ends of a jewellery wire flush. Measure 43 cm from the middle 
and bend it bz means of the tapered flat pliers.

3 Bend also the center slightly.

4 Curl the jewellery wire between the kinks over the back of a pair of 
scissors. 

5 Thread the wine-red Rocailles on both sides, but only between the kinks.

6 Thread 2 crimp beads on, cross the other end through and press shut 
the crimp beads with the tapered flat pliers.

14 840 304 Antique Rocailles, 4 mm ø, blackberry gold 2 boxes
14 200 820 Glass faceted bead, 4 mm ø, amethyst iridescent 100 pcs
14 446 290 Renaissance glass wax bead, matt, 
 4 mm ø, wine-red 43 pcs
14 384 289 Rocailles w.silver inlet+rainbow, 
 ø 2.6 mm, pompadour-red 6 g
14 589 314 Rocailles waxed, purple 5 g
14 589 552 Rocailles waxed,dark brown 5 g
14 143 820 Papillon-Rocailles, amethyst 17 g
14 058 19 Rocailles, 2.6 mm ø, transp.glazed, wine-red 12 g
21 156 22 Jewellery wire, matt, 0.5 mm, silver 5 m
22 253 21 Crimp bead, platinum 12 pcs
22 259 21 Calotte end, 3 mm ø, platinum 2 pcs
22 227 22 Carabiner clasp w.ring, silver 1 pc

Additionally you need:

89 342 00 Side cutter for jewellery 
89 341 00 Tapered flat pliers for jewellery 
89 378 00 Craft scissors 
33 397 00 Glue for jewellery some

Instructions:

Used items:
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7 Prepare 3 additional jewellery wires and thread them in the colour 
change, see picture. 

8 Connect the 4 strands with the last jewellery wire as follows: first, hold 
the jewellery wire flush and measure 21.5 cm from the middle, then bend 
it and curl. Thread the Antique Rocailles on.

9 Thread 14 Antique Rocailles on one side, put 4 finished strands one 
upon the other (overlapped), thread the jewellery wire through the 
strands, then thread back through 7 Antique Rocailles.

10 Tighten the jewellery wire thus it forms a ring around the strands. 

11 Thread 28 Antique Rocailles (take note of your desired necklace 
length), then thread a calotte end and 2 crimp beads. Press shut the crimp 
beads with the tapered flat pliers, cut the rest off. Put some glue for 
jewellery into the calotte end and press it shut.

12 Set the other side up as well. Finally, hook the small ring and the 
carabiner clasp up to the calotte end.

Instructions:

level of difficultytime required 
90 minutes

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.




